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Abstract

Many scientific simulations are large programs which
despite careful debugging and testing will probably con-
tain errors when deployed to the Web for use. Based on the
assumption that such scientific simulations do contain er-
rors and the underlying computing systems do fail due to
hardware or software errors, we investigate and explore ro-
bust methods for building reliable systems to support web-
based scientific simulations with the presence of such er-
rors. In this paper, we present a framework to build auto-
nomic web-based simulation (AWS). AWS achieves the fol-
lowing features presented in the Vision of Autonomic Com-
puting [15]: self-configuring, self-optimizing, self-healing
and self-protecting.

1. Introduction

Web-based simulation is the integration of the Web with
the field of simulation and has been growing during the
past few years. Developers of large-scale web-based scien-
tific simulations have experienced increased complexity in
their software systems due to the complex integration of dif-
ferent software components. Web-based simulations need
to be deployed through computing systems. Such comput-
ing systems often consist of storage devices (such as local
hard drives for simulation data files), databases (data trans-
formed from simulation data files for better data analysis),
web servers (user interface for simulation input and output)
and simulation servers (on which simulations run). These
components often have workflow dependencies and inter-
act among themselves. Managing such systems involves
configuring these individual components so that the over-
all system goals (such as completing a simulation in a spec-
ified time interval) can be achieved. In his Turing award
speech, ”What next? - A dozen IT research goals”, J. Gray
(Microsoft Research) has emphasized the need for self-
manageable systems in which the administrator sets up sys-

tem goals and high level policies, while the system by itself
decides how they can be achieved [9].

In 2001, IBM launched the Autonomic Computing ini-
tiative, a vision striving for system self-management. The
idea of autonomic computing originates from the human au-
tonomic nervous system. This system tells the heart how
fast to beat, checks blood’s sugar and oxygen level, etc. All
these are done automatically without concious human in-
volvement. That’s precisely what is needed to initiate the
next era of computing: autonomic computing, also known
as self-manageable systems. It’s a paradox that to achieve
such autonomic features, the system must become even
more complex by embedding the complexity into the sys-
tem infrastructure itself, so that the system management can
be automated.

Autonomic Computing includes the following four fea-
tures: self-configuring, self-healing, self-optimizing and
self-protecting [15]. Self-configuring involves auto-
mated configuration of components and systems follow-
ing high-level policies. Self-healing can be accomplished
by automatically detecting, diagnosing and repairing local-
ized software and hardware problems. Self-optimizing in-
volves self-tuning of service parameters. Self-protecting
means system automatically defends against malicious at-
tacks or cascading failure. It uses early warnings to antici-
pate and prevent system wide failure.

In this paper, we investigate and explore current tech-
nologies to design a robust framework for autonomic web-
based simulations. The rest of the paper is organized as fol-
lows: Section 2 presents background work related to auto-
nomic web-based simulations (AWS); Section 3 discusses
the requirement and design of AWS; Section 4 proposes a
robust infrastructure to support AWS; Section 5 concludes
the paper with a discussion of future work.

2. Background and Related Work

The architecture of an autonomic computing system is a
hierarchical collection of components called autonomic el-
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Figure 1. Autonomic Element (Adopted from
[15])

ements, which encapsulates autonomic managers and man-
aged elements, as shown in Figure 1. A managed element
can be a hardware resource, such as a CPU, or an applica-
tion software, such as a database server, or an entire sys-
tem. An autonomic manager is an agent managing its inter-
nal behavior and relationships with other agents according
to policies. System self-management will arise from both
interactions among agents and from agents’ internal self-
management.

IBM has conducted research towards autonomic comput-
ing, across all levels of computer management, from hard-
ware to software and some of the work has been published
on the IBM System Journal. On the hardware level, sys-
tems are dynamically reconfigurable and upgradable, en-
abling the movement of hardware resources (such as pro-
cessors, memory and I/O slots) without requiring reboots
[14]. On the operating system level, an active operating sys-
tem allows monitoring code, diagnostic code and function
implementations to be dynamically inserted and removed in
the system ( often called ”hot-swapping”) [3]. On the appli-
cation level, database self-validate optimizers [19] and web
servers are dynamically reconfigured by agents to adapt ser-
vice performance [7]. In [19], an autonomic query optimizer
automatically self-validates its model to repair incorrect
statistics or cardinality estimates. By monitoring queries as
they execute, the autonomic query optimizer compares the
optimizer’s estimates with actual cardinality at each step in
a query explain plan, and computes adjustments to its esti-
mates that may be used during future optimizations of simi-
lar queries. In [7], the authors use an AutoTune agent frame-
work under the Agent Building and Learning Environment
(ABLE) to automatically tune application-level parameters
MaxClient and KeepAlive to control CPU and memory uti-
lization in an Apache Web Server.

From the above examples, we see that some of the ideas

from autonomic computing have already been implemented
in practice. In this paper, we seek to put some of the au-
tonomic computing ideas into the field of web-based sim-
ulation. First, we review some of the current technologies
that favor autonomic web-based simulation. Then we sur-
vey some of the recent web-based simulations.

2.1. Technologies That Favor AWS

Many recent advances in IT are in favor of auto-
nomic web-based simulation. These technologies in-
clude grid computing and J2SE (Java 2 Standard Edition)
1.5 (sometimes J2SE 5.0).

Grid computing is distributed computing whose goal is
to create the illusion of a simple yet large and powerful
self managing virtual computer out of a large collection of
connected heterogeneous systems sharing various combina-
tions of resources [8, 13]. In most organizations, there are
large amounts of underutilized computing resources. Most
desktop machines are busy less than five percent of the
time. Even server machines can often be relatively idle. Grid
computing provides a framework for exploiting these under-
utilized resources and thus has the possibility of substan-
tially increase the efficiency of resource utilization. Also,
machines may have enormous unused disk drive capacity.
Grid computing, more specifically, a data grid, can be used
to aggregate this unused storage into a large virtual data
store, configured to achieve improved efficiency and reli-
ability. Another functionality of grid computing is to bet-
ter balance resource utilization. For example, grid-enabled
applications can be moved to underutilized machines dur-
ing peak times. In general, a grid can provide a consistent
way to balance the loads on CPUs, storages, and many other
kinds of resources.

Grid computing provides a natural platform for grid-
enabled applications, some of which can present autonomic
behavior [16, 2]. Therefore, autonomic web-based simula-
tion can benefit from grid computing.

Another important advance in information technology
is the release of J2SE 1.5. The greatest enhancement of
J2SE 1.5 from previous editions is monitoring and man-
ageability. Monitoring and manageability is a key compo-
nent of RAS (Reliability, Availability, Serviceability) in the
Java platform. The release of J2SE 1.5 introduces compre-
hensive monitoring and management support for the Java
platform: instrumentation to observe the Java virtual ma-
chine (JVM), Java Management Extensions (JMX) frame-
work and remote access protocols. The JVM Monitoring
and Management API specifies a set of instrumentations to
allow a running JVM and underlying operating system to
be monitored. This information is accessed through JMX
MBeans and can be accessed locally within the Java ad-
dress space or remotely using the JMX remote interface.



One of the monitoring features is the low memory detec-
tor. JMX MBeans can notify registered listeners when a low
memory threshold is crossed. The monitoring and manage-
ability enables self-awareness, the basis of autonomic com-
puting, hence J2SE 1.5 is a contributing platform to develop
autonomic web-based simulations. Furthermore, the possi-
bility to efficiently run separate JVMs will provide a basis
for isolation of Java processes and achieve self-healing by
fast restarting failed or paused processes.

2.2. Web-based Simulations

With the emergence of WWW, many web-based simula-
tions and simulation platforms have been developed, such
as [11, 22, 10], to name a few. In [11], the authors present
a self-manageable infrastructure to host scientific simula-
tions. The infrastructure integrates web servers, database
servers, reports servers, data warehouses and data mining
tools to provide a thorough web-based simulation and data
analysis environment. In [22], the development of an inte-
grated extensible web-based simulation environment called
Computational Science and Engineering Online (CSEO) is
presented using some tools from information technology. In
[10], the authors report that a metadata tools system and a
data services system are undergoing development and in-
tegration at Sandia National Laboratories, to provide web-
based access to high-performance computing clusters and
its associated simulation data.

Some work focusing on simulation data analysis and un-
derstanding can be found in [1]. The authors describe sci-
entific simulation data, its characteristic and the way scien-
tists generate and use the data. Then they compare and con-
trast simulation data to data streams. After that, the authors
present a tool called AQSim (Ad-hoc Queries for Simula-
tion Data) system to analyze simulation data.

In this paper, we focus on exploring robust methods to
design reliable web-based simulation in a naturally unreli-
able environment.

3. AWS Requirements

A basic requirement to build autonomic web-based sim-
ulation is that a simulation is able to restart from near the
point of failure. In practice, many scientific simulations
are long-running simulations. Such simulations can run in
hours, days, or even months. It’s costly to restart the simu-
lation from scratch if it dies prematurely. To prevent restart-
ing from the beginning, a mechanism called checkpoint-
ing is used to save the state of the simulation periodically
[18, 21]. The papers by Chandy [4] and Nicola [20] gave ex-
cellent overview of checkpointing and recovery strategies in
the literature.
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Figure 2. Checkpoint and Restart

Long-running scientific simulations would benefit from
this simple checkpointing mechanism that provides auto-
matic restart or recovery in response to faults and failures,
and enables dynamic load balancing and improved resource
utilization through simulation migration [11, 18]. However
it is usually not a trivial task to optimally determine the ”in-
terval” between contiguous checkpoints. Excessive check-
pointing would result in performance degradation, while
deficient checkpointing would incur an expensive recovery
overhead. Therefore, a trade-off must be made to determine
the checkpoint interval optimally.

The simulation developers control how to choose check-
point data and how to use the checkpoint data to restart a
simulation in the case of failure. For many time-stepped
simulations, we can define checkpoint interval to be the
number of timesteps between two consecutive checkpoints.
We show how to determine the checkpoint interval opti-
mally for time-stepped simulations.

3.1. Checkpoint Interval Determination

Checkpoint is the solution for long-running simulations
and has been used for system restarting[6]. As shown in Fig-
ure 2, the lifecycle of a simulation consists of a series of
checkpoints and possibly restarts. Even when a simulation
completes, its internal state is checkpointed so that it can re-
sume more time steps when requested by users.

As in Figure 2, each EC or REC is called an execu-
tion. Let T be the total (clock) time for a simulation. Let
Trestart be the restart/initialization time for an execution.
Let Tcheckpoint be the checkpoint time for an execution. Let
Texecution be the execution time for an execution. Let Tredo

be the redo time for a crashed execution. Then the total ex-
ecution time T can be calculated as follows:

T =
∑

Texecution +
∑

Tredo



+
∑

Trestart +
∑

Tcheckpoint

Let Rel(t) denote the reliability (= 1−(probability that
a simulation crash at time t)) of a simulation at time t. Let
M denote the average time of simulations before failure oc-
curs. Like in many systems [6], to simplify the analysis, we
may assume the reliability of a simulation at (wall clock)
time t, i.e., the probability that the simulation runs success-
fully at or before t, is Rel(t) = e−

t

M .
Let N be the total number of requested time steps for

a simulation (N is often a user input, measured in simula-
tion time steps). Let x be the checkpoint interval to be de-
termined. To simply the problem of determining checkpoint
interval, we make the following assumptions:

• Execution time of a time step is a constant E.

• Restart time Trestart = R, where R is a constant.

• Checkpoint time Tcheckpoint = C, where C is a con-
stant.

• Texecution = xE.

• Tredo = 1
2 (xE + C), i.e., the expected redo time is

half the time of an execution. In fact, the distribution
of failures occuring at (wall clock) time t after the last

checkpoint is d(t) = e
t

M

M ·

(

1−e
−

xE+C

M

) . Thus the ex-

pected point of failure between 0 and (xE + C) is
∫ xE+C

0 t · d(t)dt = M + xE+C

1−e
xE+C

M

→ 1
2 (xE + C)

as E
M

→ 0.

Then we have the following:

• The probability that an execution complete success-
fully is Rel(xE + C).

• The number of (successful) executions is N
x

.

• The expected number of executions (both successful
and crashed) is N

x·Rel(xE+C) .

• The number of crashed executions is therefore
N
x

( 1
Rel(xE+C) − 1). And thus,

•
∑

Texecution = N · E.

• ∑

Tredo = N
x

( 1
Rel(xE+C) − 1) · 1

2 (xE + C).

• ∑

Tcheckpoint = N
x
· C.

• ∑

Trestart = N
x

( 1
Rel(xE+C) − 1) · R.

Therefore, the total execution time (wall clock time) of a
simulation is

T (x) = N · E +
N

x
· C

+
N

x
(

1

Rel(xE + C)
− 1) · (1

2
xE +

1

2
C + R)

Then,

T (x) = N · E +
N

x
· C

+
N

x
(e

xE+C

M − 1) · (1

2
xE +

1

2
C + R)

≥ N · E +
N

x
· C

+
N

x
· xE + C

M
· (1

2
xE +

1

2
C + R)

= NE +
NE

M
(
C

2
+ R) +

NCE

2M

+
NC + NC

M
(C

2 + R)

x
+

NE2

2M
· x

≥ NE +
NE

M
(
C

2
+ R) +

NCE

2M

+ 2 ·
√

(NC +
NC

M
(
C

2
+ R)) · NE2

2M

=
NE

M
· (M + C + R +

√

2MC + C2 + 2CR)

The ”=” of the second inequality above holds, if and only
if

x =

√
2MC + C2 + 2CR

E
≈

√
2MC

E
,

since C, E, R � M .
We determined the checkpoint interval of a simulation

is approximately
√

2MC
E

time steps and does not depend
on the restart time R. The above calculated total execu-
tion time T can be used to predict the execution time of
a simulation. The checkpoint interval x can also be writ-

ten as x =
√

2 · M
E

· C
E

. Therefore, to determine x, it suf-

fices to determine M
E

and C
E

. But M
E

is the average num-
ber of time steps before crashing, and it can be determined
by running sufficiently many (20, for example) simulations
without checkpoint. C

E
, the ratio of checkpoint time to exe-

cution time of one time step, is simulation program depen-
dent.

3.2. Proactive Failure Detection using J2SE 1.5

Another (optional) requirement to achieve autonomic
web-based simulation is to be able to detect failure protec-
tively. It is an optional requirement because the compan-
ion infrastructure, which is presented in Section 4, provides
utilities for autonomic failure detection.

Based on our experience, one of the major causes of sim-
ulation crashes is due to low memory. A useful feature of
J2SE 1.5 is the low memory detector. When a low mem-
ory threshold is set either manually or by learning, JMX
MBeans can notify registered listeners when it is crossed.
Once such a threshold is crossed, the simulation can check-
point itself and terminate gracefully. The simulation dis-
patcher (which is discussed in Section 4) can restart the sim-



Figure 3. Low Memory Detector Using the
Management API

Figure 4. Self-Manageable Infrastructure for
AWS

ulation on an appropriate simulation server. Figure 3 shows
an example of low memory detector. The J2SE 1.5 Manage-
ment and Monitoring API can be used to monitor the Java
Virtual Machine and underlying operating system.

Web-based simulations must be deployed through some
computing system. To achieve autonomic web-based sim-
ulations, the computing system must be a self-manageable
system, i.e., the system must be self-configuring, self-
healing, self-optimizing and self-protecting.

4. Autonomic Infrastructure for AWS

Figure 4 shows a simple multi-tiered architecture of
the computing grid, where Primary DB is a general pur-
pose database server and Primary DW is a data warehouse.
The firewall/router forwards incoming network traffic to ap-
propriate servers. The server pool consists of application
servers and simulation servers. The application servers host
the front-end web applications including visualization tools,
while the simulation servers host the actual simulations.

Autonomic agents are installed on these servers to
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FK1 model_id

FK2 server_id

Figure 5. Core Data Model for AWS

achieve self-manageability of the infrastructure. For exam-
ple, when a simulation server runs short of storage, the au-
tonomic agent purges old local data files using the unix
”find” command:

find /home/nom/data -atime +7 \
-exec rm -rf {} \;

The autonomic agents are data driven in the sense that
they contact the database server frequently to retrieve ap-
propriate information to direct their behavior. Therefore,
an efficient data model is mandatory to build autonomic
agents. Meanwhile, an autonomic manager is residing in-
side the database to monitor all autonomic agents in the
server pool. Figure 5 shows the core data model to support
autonomic web-based simulations. Because of space limita-
tions, only a few columns for each table are presented in the
model. We explain the usage of the ER diagram when dis-
cussing the self-management features.

4.1. Self-configuring

Self-configuring involves autonomic incorporation of
new components and autonomic component adjustment to
new conditions. The autonomic agents can self-configure
the server pool, the database server and the data ware-
house in the following ways:

• Autonomic discovery of new servers - a new server
can be discovered if the autonomic agent is running
on it. More precisely, the autonomic automatically in-
serts a record into the SERVERS table and periodi-
cally uploads the underlying operating system prop-
erties such as load average to corresponding columns
of the SERVERS table. The operating system proper-



ties will be used by the dispatcher to distribute simula-
tion jobs to appropriate simulation servers.

• Autonomic resize of the server pool - each autonomic
agent frequently makes connections to the database
server. It is not necessary to keep the autonomic agents
running when the system is idle. The autonomic man-
ager automatically shuts down and restarts autonomic
agents based on the workload of the system. The load
of the system is recorded in the SUBMISSIONS ta-
ble, which is monitored by the autonomic manager.

• Autonomic configuration of the firewall/router - the
computing grid is a private subnet. The front end web
application and visualization is installed on some of
the servers in the server pool. Typically, only one
server needs to be the application server at a time. The
firewall forwards incoming HTTP traffic to the appli-
cation server. In the case that the application server is
down for whatever reason, the autonomic agent auto-
matically starts another application server and the fire-
wall forwards HTTP requests to the new application
server by running an ”iptables” script.

• Autonomic configuration of the application servers
and simulation servers in the server pool - autonomic
agents automatically install the most recent version of
web applications to application server and install the
most recent version of simulation program on simula-
tion servers. The autonomic agents also mount NFS
if local storage is crossing a certain threshold. The
SERVERS table in the data model records the sta-
tus (UP or DOWN) and the role (APPLICATION
SERVER or SIMULATION SERVER), which are up-
dated frequently by the autonomic agents.

• Autonomic configuration of the database server and
the data warehouse - one of the basic requirement for
autonomic computing is self-awareness. The database
server records all information about the computing
grid. Such information includes the database capac-
ity (such as tablespace quota and maximal number of
database connections) and other server capacity (such
as total memory and disk quota). This information is
accessed by both the autonomic manager inside the
database and the autonomic agents on servers in the
server pool. The data warehouse initialization parame-
ters are automatically configured to support data ware-
housing operations. For data warehousing technolo-
gies, such as dimension tables, fact tables, star schema
and snowflake schema, please refer to Inmon [12] and
Kimball [17].

Figure 6. Autonomic Agent Pings an Applica-
tion Server

4.2. Self-healing

Some degree of redundancy is required to achieve self-
healing. There is a hot standby data warehouse for the pri-
mary data warehouse and a standby database for the primary
database. The database and data warehouse are designed on
two physical hosts as in Figure 4. The server pool ensures
that when an application server or simulation is down for
any reason, other servers can pick up its tasks and resume
the service directed by the autonomic manager and auto-
nomic agents. Next we show how this is implemented.

4.2.1. Autonomic Failure Detection The non-functional
period of a failed service or node is comprised of two dis-
tinct phases: periods when a system is unaware of a fail-
ure (failure-detection latency) and periods when a system
attempts to recover (failure-recovery latency) [5]. It is vi-
tal to develop autonomic failure detectors for the purpose of
self-healing.

4.2.2. Self-healing Application Servers There are two
monitors to monitor an application server. A local moni-
tor, part of the autonomic agent, monitors the execution sta-
tus of an application server. If responses from the appli-
cation server are not received in a timely fashion, the ap-
plication server is considered as ”failed”, another applica-
tion server is started automatically by a corresponding au-
tonomic agent, and the IP forwarding is changed by the au-
tonomic agent on the firewall/router by issuing an ”iptables”
script.

Another monitor resides on the firewall/router. It period-
ically ”pings” the application server using the ”wget” com-
mand. If the return code is not 200 (a HTTP return code
200 indicates a successful HTTP connection), the applica-
tion server is reported as failed, another application server
is started, and the IP forwarding is changed the same way
as above. Figure 6 shows how to ”ping” an application
server and update the status of the application server in the
SERVERS table.

4.2.3. Self-healing Simulation Servers Simulations run
on simulation servers. The autonomic agents frequently



uplode the underlying operating system metrics such as
load average, free memory and CPU usage to the auto-
nomic manager through the SERVERS table. This opera-
tion also serves as a heart-beat of the simulation server. If
the autonomic manager does not receive the heart-beat in a
timely fashion, the simulation server is reported as failed.
All simulations currently running on the simulation server
are marked as CRASHED. The corresponding rows in the
SUBMISSIONS table are updated so that the dispatcher,
which is implemented as Java stored procedures and run-
ning in the database as part of the autonomic manager, dis-
tributes the crashed simulations to other appropriate simu-
lation servers by restarting from the checkpoint right before
the occurence of failure.

4.2.4. Self-healing Database Servers The database
server is the heart of the computing grid, because the au-
tonomic manager resides in it. The autonomic man-
ager controls all autonomic agents running in the server
pool. Meanwhile, simulation generated data is also loaded
into the database server and eventually extracted, trans-
formed and loaded into the data warehouse. It is vital to
keep the database server running 24× 7. However, in a nat-
urally unreliable environment, database servers still can be
out of service due to hardware or software errors, no mat-
ter how carefully it was designed.

Redundancy is required to ensure self-healing, there-
fore, a hot standby database is configured for the primary
database, as in Figure 4. Whenever the primary database
is DOWN, database connections can be failed over to the
standby database and the standby database will take the role
of the primary database. The original primary database can
be recovered by the database administrator and reconfigured
as the standby database for the new primary database.

We use the following information to protectively self-
heal the database server.

• The table V$SESSION - The maximal number of con-
current database connections is setup by the initial-
ization parameter PROCESSES (for example, 300).
The autonomic manager is aware of this capacity and
queries the number of rows (current connections) in the
V$SESSION table, no further database connections
are allowed if the number of current connections is ap-
proaching this maximum. This preventively removes
the ”maximum number of connections exceeded” er-
ror.

• The table DBA FREESPACES - The database capac-
ity is monitored so that when a threshold (90% for ex-
ample) is exceeded, certain actions such as purging old
data or increasing database size are performed by the
autonomic manager.

• The alert log file - The alert log file records significant
events occurred in the database. It can be monitored

so that the primary database can switch over to the
standby database and the primary database can bounce
itself to prevent cascading system failure.

4.2.5. Self-healing Simulations Using the checkpointing
mechanism, simulations can achieve self-healing. The EX-
ECUTIONS table in Figure 5 records information about ex-
ecutions of simulations. As described in Section 3, each
simulation consists of a series of executions. Each execu-
tion can be on a different simulation server (server id), with
different process ID (pid). Checkpoint data is used to restart
the simulation if required.

The J2SE 1.5 Management and Monitoring API can be
used to monitor the JVM which starts the simulations. The
autonomic agents on the simulation servers also monitor
the execution of simulations. If an execution dies prema-
turely, the SUBMISSIONS table in Figure 5 is updated
for the corresponding execution by setting the status to
CRASHED. The dispatcher, part of the autonomic manager,
in the database will re-distribute the crashed simulation to
an appropriate simulation server. The corresponding auto-
nomic agent restarts the crashed simulation using the same
command (for example, java -jar ReactionBatchModel.jar -
simulation id 1234) used to start the same simulation. The
checkpoint data in the EXECUTIONS table will be used to
restart the simulation.

An execution of a simulation is monitored as follows: the
autonomic agent retrieves status (EXECUTING or COM-
PLETED) and pid from the EXECUTIONS table for its un-
derlying simulation server. If the status of an execution is
EXECUTING, it then queries the underlying operating sys-
tem to see whether the simulation is running with the cor-
responding pid. If such pid does not exist, the execution is
reported as CRASHED.

4.3. Self-optimizing

Self-optimizing involves self-tuning service parame-
ters by measuring resource usage and performance au-
tonomously. One such implementation for autonomic
web-based simulation is load balancing the server pool.
Load balancing is achieved by both the dispatcher (part of
the autonomic manager inside the database) and the auto-
nomic agents as described in the following steps:

• A new simulation (or a crashed simulation) is assigned
to a simulation server with lowest OS load metric that
is below a present threshold by the dispatcher.

• The autonomic agents check the DISPATCHER table
periodically to see whether a simulation job is assigned
and start the simulations if any.

• At each checkpoint, the autonomic agents contacts the
autonomic manager about whether migration is neces-
sary taking the latency of restart into account.



Figure 7. The NOM Simulation Research Por-
tal

• Simulations on heavily loaded servers are check-
pointed and restarted on lightly loaded servers through
the dispatcher.

Using the above load balancing technique, the server
pool is able to self-optimize to improve performance.

4.4. Self-protecting

Self-protecting the system will prevent large-scale cor-
related attacks or cascading failures that permanently dam-
age the system. Besides careful configuration of the fire-
wall, the following configuration is setup for the comput-
ing grid. Users of the computing grid must register and be
verified by the system administrator. The system adminis-
trator assigns an appropriate role to the user. This involves
three tables USERS, USER ROLES and VERIFIER in the
data model as shown in Figure 5.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presents a prototype of autonomic web-based
simulation, based on the vision of autonomic computing.
The basic requirement to achieve autonomic web-based
simulation is proposed. The implementation of an auto-
nomic infrastructure to support autonomic web-based sim-
ulation is discussed. This work is initiated by the NSF
funded interdisciplinary project ”Stochastic Synthesis: Sim-
ulating the Environmental Transformations of Natural Or-
ganic Matter”. The purpose of the work described in this
paper is to let our collaborators access the simulation mod-
els any time from anywhere. More autonomic features will
be implemented in the future to achieve autonomic web-
based simulations. Figure 7 shows the portal for the project
which hosts autonomic web-based simulations.
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